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 I want to touch the Middle Ages. I want to hold all of the works of art in all the museums. 

I want to turn the pages, not by touching a screen or mouse in the British Library’s Turning The 

Pages™ app (trademark), but by touching vellum in the British Library’s reading room. I 

want to open and close the wings on altarpieces. To rub ivories, to drink from the Mérode 

Cup while forcing you into check-mate with the Lewis Chessmen! I have even been tempted, 

like John, to eat the occasional book. Lead paints. A bad idea. We are not all fascinated with the 

experience of touch, of course. In the 80s and 90s, there was a strong dematerialization of 

medieval objects into “images,” and an attendant press to “read images,” rather than hold things. 

But some of us were never really ready to let them go. Michael Camille, ever emotive and 

haptic—but also now classic—argued against the “linguistic model,” writing in 1996: 

we cannot treat works from the past … as things only to be read in our heads. Our 

images are not just about networks but about textures. They are not read on screen but 

felt on flesh, and pushed out of matter even to the level of pain.1 

Openness about scholarly lusts for physical contact has become more frequently expressed in the 

two decades since. Angela Bennett Segler provides a particularly open, even naked example of 

such desires in her “Touched for the Very First Time: Losing My Manuscript Virginity.” She 

invokes Barthes’ The Pleasure of the Text in writing that: 

I had … expected to encounter a Barthes-ian erotic body of bliss within the page, one that 

would adumbrate the shape of the creators as I thumbed through the pages of the codices. 

Instead, what I encountered was a multiplicity of bodies reaching out through the pages. 

Seeking a lover, I stumbled upon and into an orgy.2 
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Though it was avoided for generations of medieval studies, sexualization of contact with 

manuscripts is easy, owing to their fleshly pages, pungent scents, and their fetish-bindings of 

leather and claps and chains. Owing to all the wonderfully sexual imagery in the margins of 

Gothic manuscripts, all the penises and penetrations, which after a while become a bit 

overwhelming in their flowering profusion.   

So, what does it mean to contemplate medieval artifacts through digital interfaces? I 

have been tasked with responding to the query, “How does the digital context shape or alter our 

understanding of medieval maps?” For the next few minutes, I will sketch out a few routes we 

might take while thinking about this question, and about the wonderful Oxford Outremer Map 

project. First, I’ll talk about ways we now encounter physical medieval maps, and then about 

digital contexts, and then will try to bring the two together at the end. 

I will start with a different set of Matthew Paris’s world maps as a way to think through 

some of the possibilities present in medieval maps, and in the digital interfaces through which we 

encounter them. Multiple copies of Matthew’s Chronica Majora, his “universal history of the 

world,”3 opened with a set of itinerary maps that present a series of routes from London, near 

his home in St. Albans, to Jerusalem. The different states of preservation and conservation 

provide good models for some of the different ways we now encounter medieval maps. First, the 

way that perhaps feels most familiar and therefore, rightly or not, most “authentic.” The Corpus 

Christi College maps are still in their manuscripts. We see them by traveling through space and 

time, to the Parker Library, where we see their white leather bindings, open their heavy covers, 

and find them at the front of these large manuscripts. These maps have been rebound multiple 

times and might not be quite where they originally were, and some are heavily damaged, which 

is important in our reception of them. In contrast, the British Library maps are now detached, 
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and sandwiched between some sort of very thick and heavy Perspex, which makes them feel 

somewhat more like later types of standalone maps than they otherwise would. We still must 

travel to see them, and can hold them (sort of), but cannot feel them. They have not covers, no 

chronicle proceeds from them. Like digital images, they do not flex to catch the light. 

We might divagate from Matthew Paris for two other ways we can encounter medieval 

maps: to view the great Hereford Map, we still travel to Hereford, where it has been displayed 

for the better part of 700 years. It is still hung on a wall there, though no longer in its original 

location, perhaps in the south aisle. In its purpose-built display, it is high on the wall, and very 

dimly lit. I have had to ask for a stepladder and a torch to make out details. It is wonderful to see 

the map at least near its presumably original setting, but it is barely visible as presently hung. On 

the other hand, we can travel to the convent at Ebstorf, where the great wall map once hung, 

and where there now hangs a full-scale copy. It is perhaps roughly where the Map once was, but 

is multiple steps away from the genuine artifact, since it is an early photographic reproduction, 

in turn painted over. Hereford is hung in shadows; Ebstorf is a shadow of a shadow. The British 

Library maps are no longer bound in their manuscript; the Parker maps are missing large pieces. 

I emphasize these complications and imperfections lest I fetishize the “real” experience 

of viewing medieval maps in the flesh. I love visiting these objects, and revel in the privilege of 

their presence. I believe that there are great advantages in the experience, including an ineffable 

intensification of attention dramatically at odds with the distraction bred by digital environments. 

But there are, too, great advantages to digital environments. Access tops the list. I can stand at 

my desk in Chico, California, while studying Fordham’s edition of Oxford’s copy of Matthew 

Paris’s English map of Outremer. Accessibility is next. While many sites merely post images, or 

post them with catalog entries, the most useful, like the Oxford Outremer project, augment the 
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maps with transcriptions, translations, commentaries, links outward to other information, and so 

on. Only a few years ago, the process was far more clumsy than it is now. I was working on 

Matthew Paris’s itinerary maps, which are in Old French, though the rest of the manuscripts are 

in Latin. I was using the ParkerWeb site, which provides images and some additional 

information. To track down a transcription, I consulted the bibliography on the ParkerWeb site, 

which is quite extensive, and well-annotated (though I have found works that should be added to 

it and, using the collaborative possibilities of Web 2.0 technology, users like me should be able 

to do so), which led me to the Itinéraires à Jérusalem, edited by Henri Michelant, Gaston 

Raynaud, and Philippe Mousket, published in 1882.  At my university, there was no chance of 

finding this resource, so I tried GoogleBooks, since the text is old enough to be out of copyright, 

and there I found it!  That is, I needed the text from a thirteenth-century map, so I used an 

annotated bibliography from 2009 to find a transcription from 1882, which I in turn found in a 

scan digitized in 2007, which did indeed provide the necessary transcription of the thirteenth-

century map. This worked, but now, I can just click the text. God, that’s better. 

Still, the experience is disembodied. The maps have no scale, or, seen another way, are 

presented at any scale. I can view them on my phone, on my computer, or on this screen. They 

have no smell, nor any texture (though the BL’s Perspex-encased maps lack this, as well). They 

become more like textual editions, in that they are rendered containers for information rather 

than unique artifacts embodied in time and space, encountered through inconvenience and, at 

times, hardship, often at great cost. When the ParkerWeb project was just getting started, 

Christopher De Hamel of the Parker came out to Stanford for a planning meeting. He brought 

with him, because, well, he can, the Winchester Troper, one of the earliest collections of two-

part music from the West. He brought it to convey the materiality of the manuscripts that would 
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be digitized. He handled the little thing with great vigor, turning it over and over, examining it 

from every angle, opening and closing it, thumbing the pages. His actions were rhetorical, and he 

was quite clear about this. The digitization, he said, should convey that, that thing we were (with 

a bit of trepidation) watching. That this wonderful little, thousand-year-old thing is a thing with 

specific dimensions and weight and texture, that the binding opens pretty easily, but only so far. 

The final project does not convey any of this haptic data. It has static images that one can page 

through. It is a wonderful resource, absolutely valuable, but it doesn’t do what Christopher had 

hoped. Oculus Rift is the latest in virtual realty, just released, but while it might make for a more 

immersive gaming experience, it will not allow me to feel the grain of vellum. 

So, the Oxford Outremer Map interface is a tremendous research tool, but a partial one. 

When I write applications to see those most select of objects, the ones that require special 

application and long negotiation—Beowulf, the Franks Casket, and so on—I list all of the tiny 

details I know I need to consult: the sequence of production, revealed in the layering of inks and 

paints; the nature of strange dots on illuminations, as they appear in reproductions; the subtle 

differences in colors from folio to folio; and so on. All of these are absolutely true. The first draft 

of the letter Susan Kim and I wrote to the British Library to request access to the Beowulf 

Manuscript was nearly as long as the transcript for this talk, and quite precise; ultimately, 

though, what we needed was to know what we didn’t know, to experience what we could not in 

any reproduction, to learn in the most fundamental and unsurpassable way, through personal 

contact. And yes, we came away having answered most of our detailed questions, but more 

importantly, we left the library with our understanding of the manuscript fundamentally 

transformed in ways that we could never have anticipated. The manuscript is, I was rather 

shocked to discover, beautiful, grand, powerful, and impressive, all in ways I had misunderstood, 
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and in ways that all current scholarship on the manuscript (largely based on poor reproductions) 

had profoundly underestimated. The manuscript is a wholly different sort of thing than we’d all 

been saying it was, and it was holding it that taught me this. 

But, of course, I am no Luddite. When I sit in the BL, I generally have my laptop open, 

and whenever one is available, a digital edition or transcription or translation. The best of all 

worlds, I think, is to have the digital resources at our elbows, just off to the right, helping us fill 

in gaps in our knowledge and make up for failings of our eyesight, while we have the 

manuscripts directly before us, absorbing our attention and leading us away from our own locus, 

toward the wilds and wonders of distant worlds. 
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